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Things to notice:

1) Shri Ram is getting popular & this is making Shiv ji insecure & he wonders what

should he do to get more popular.

2) Farmer Protests - It shows how the Central Government is forcibly taking away

the land from the poor farmers.

1/n
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3) Fake encounter being done by police to suppress the protests. 

 

4) How it is the muslims who are always at the receiving end of everything bad & how they are always targeted because of 

their religion. 

 

5) Attack on UAPA. 



2/n

6) The "Azaadi" chants of JNU. Interestingly it becomes VNU( Vivekananda National University) here.

7) Also, in the first episode , Saif's father ( played by Tigmanshu Dhulia) , terms Saif as "Tanashah" ( A clear reference to

you know who).

3/n

8) It also shows that this is a RW party which has been running the country for the last 3 terms.

9) A senior party member( played by Kumud Mishra) is shown as the one who went to Jail during Emergency period. (

Reference to Jan Sangh).

4/n

Having said that, even if we ignore all this & watch this only for Entertainment, it also falls flat there. The show is a perfect

example of a stylized exterior beneath an undercooked, amateurish and shallow excuse of a show.

5/n

The director of the show is ali abbas zafar hence i should have treaded more carefully knowing his mediocre filmmaking

forte. Zafar tries to amalgate real time incidents and mesh it with a parallel politics power struggle story.

6/n

The idea is enticing and has potential but the execution is shambolic. One can't connect to any character as they appear to

be giving over the top or formulic expressions which is laughable at parts.

7/n

The twist and turns can be seen from a mile and seem to be picked up from generic soap operas along with hammy

dialogues spoken verbatim which the director perhaps picked up from real time events in the political spectrum.

8/n

The writing is pathetic & it does not engage anyone at all. This series was just the makers deciding to make a cheap "House

of cards" version & they failed spectacularly at that. The propaganda is so much in your face that failed to work on the story .

AVOID AT ALL COSTS.
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